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The following bylaws have been approved via a greater than 2/3 vote of the Eden #1 Chief
Delegates.

Chief Delegates voting in favor of proposing the newly drafted bylaws for Eden #2:
Aaron Cox, Brandon Lovejoy, Chris Barnes, Jesse Jaffe, and Randall Roland

Chief Delegates voting against proposing the newly drafted bylaws for Eden #2:
None

Chief Delegates abstaining to vote:
John Williamson

The bylaw proposal is as follows:

Mission Statement: To create value for the EOS ecosystem.

1. The size of an independent Eden community shall not exceed 10,000 members.

2. Representatives (henceforth known as Delegates) shall be elected via the following process:

a) Members are randomly organized into roughly equally-sized groups of 12 or fewer,
where total number of groups = population / average group size.

b) Each group must select a Delegate from their group with greater than 2⁄3 approval of
votes cast and the selected Delegate must vote for themselves.

c) The process shall then repeat, fractally, by randomly grouping the Delegates approved
in the previous round of the election, until the final representatives, also known as the
Chief Delegates (CD), are chosen.

d) The Head Chief Delegate will be selected randomly from the final group of elected
CDs. E.G. the final group will not elect the top representative, sortition will.

3. Elections shall occur every three (3) months or may be triggered by a petition of greater than
2⁄3 of all Delegates.

4. The Eden on EOS community may adopt bylaws, which contain all rules, processes, and
regulations binding to anyone who wishes to remain a member.



a) The active and a proposed set of bylaws are indivisible, single documents. E.G. The
former CDs cannot provide the next set of CDs numerous options.

b) Bylaws may only be ratified if they were proposed at least 14 days in advance of the
prior election.

c) The CDs can act inside the existing bylaws.

d) The CDs can propose a new set of bylaws.

e) The vote to approve a proposal as well as ratify a proposed set of bylaws shall be
approved by a vote greater than 2⁄3 of the CDs.

5. As part of the election process, the Chief Delegates will have their 'Eden Account' Keys
replace the previous CD 'Eden Account' Keys that hold the “Active” permissions of the
genesis.eden account.

a) A threshold of greater than 2⁄3 is required for all account transactions.

b) When appropriate, a time-delay will be used on all account actions with a delay
duration that ensures the next set of elected CDs have a 7 day opportunity to cancel the
transaction.

6. Head Chief Delegate funding allotment will be equal to what a regular Chief Delegate will
receive.

7. Membership is voluntary. Members may leave at any time by executing the 'resign' contract
action.

8. All new members must be invited by 3 existing members on video, and the new member must
read and agree to the Bylaws as enacted by the Chief Delegates.

9. Each new member will pay 3 EOS to join the Eden on EOS community.


